
BEIRUT: Lebanese demonstrators march during a demonstration in downtown Beirut on Saturday. Hundreds protested across Lebanon to denounce a crippling economic crisis and the political deadlock that has left the country
without a government for over two months. —AFP
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BEIRUT: Hundreds protested across Lebanon
on Saturday to denounce a crippling economic
crisis and the political deadlock that has left the
country without a government for over two
months. Chanting anti-government slogans in
the capital Beirut, the northern city of Tripoli
and the southern city of Nabatieh, they also
denounced a class of political leaders they
deem incompetent and corrupt.

In Beirut, hundreds of protesters marched
to parliament, making stops at the state-run
electricity company and the headquarters of
the Association of Banks.  “All the reasons that
made us take to the streets on October 17 still
stand,” said protester Riad Issa, referring to
the date Lebanon’s anti-government protest
movement started.

“Nothing has changed and the political
establishment is closing its ears... and shutting
its eyes.” Although protests have declined in
size, demonstrations have been ongoing since
October, increasingly targeting banks and
state institutions blamed for driving the coun-

try towards collapse.
The movement has been fuelled by a

crippling economic crisis, the worst since
Lebanon’s 1975-1990 civil war. The World
Bank has warned of an impending recession
that may see the proportion of people living
in poverty climb from a third to half the
population. 

To make matters worse, a liquidity crunch
has pushed Lebanese banks to limit dollar
withdrawals and transfers since September.
This has forced depositors to deal in the plum-
meting Lebanese pound, which has lost nearly
two thirds of its black market value against the
greenback for the first time since it was pegged
at 1,500 to the dollar in 1997. “The country is
collapsing. We want a government of inde-
pendents and a rescue plan,” read a banner
carried by demonstrators in Beirut. 

Lebanon has been without a government
since former Prime Minister Saad Hariri
resigned on October 29, bowing to popular
pressure.  His successor, Hassan Diab, was des-

ignated on December 19 but is yet to form a
government in a delay donors say debt-sad-
dled Lebanon can ill afford.

In a statement on Friday, he said he still
stands by his pledge to form a government of
independent experts to rescue the country
from the brink of collapse, a key demand of
protesters.  

But he said his efforts were being chal-
lenged. “The pressures, no matter how large,
will not change my conviction,” he said on
Twitter. “I will not bow to intimidation.”

The delay in forming a government has
drawn the ire of demonstrators. “We are tired
of this skirting of responsibility,” said Rolan
Younan, a demonstrator. “We need to reshape
the political class.”

Meanwhile, Lebanon’s central bank is seek-
ing extra powers to regulate and standardize
controls which commercial banks are imposing
on depositors, the governor said yesterday,
saying his intention was to ensure “fair rela-
tionships” between banks and customers.

Seeking to prevent capital flight, commer-
cial banks have been tightly controlling access
to deposits and blocking most transfers abroad
since October, when anti-government protests
brought a long-brewing Lebanese economic
crisis to a head. The Lebanese authorities have
not, however, introduced formal capital con-
trols regulating these measures. Central bank
governor Riad Salameh, in a text message to
Reuters, confirmed sending a letter to
Lebanon’s finance minister on Jan. 9 seeking
“exceptional powers necessary to issue regula-
tions pertaining” to conditions in the sector.

He said no new measures were planned. The
letter, reported by Lebanese media late on
Saturday, said the measures imposed by com-
mercial banks needed to be regulated and uni-
fied “with the aim of implementing them fairly
and equally on all depositors and clients”.

Lebanon’s caretaker government has not
issued any statement on Salameh’s request,
which was set out in a letter to caretaker
Finance Minister Ali Hassan Khalil.

In the letter, Salameh said implementation
of the controls by commercial banks had “on
several occasions led to prejudicing the rights
of some clients, particularly with respect to
the unequal approach with other clients”. He
urged Khalil to work with the government “to
take appropriate legal measures ... to entrust
(the central bank)” with the necessary extra
powers.

In justifying this, he cited the need to
“secure the public good, to protect banking
and monetary stability ... and to protect the
legitimate interests of depositors and clients”.

Reflecting a hard currency shortage, com-
mercial banks have gradually reduced the
amount of dollars customers can withdraw
since October. For most, the cap is now a few
hundred dollars a week.

Lebanon is facing the worst economic crisis
since its 1975-90 civil war, rooted in decades
of state corruption and bad governance that
have landed the country with one of the world’s
heaviest public debt burdens.  —Agencies

Hundreds protest in Lebanon as crisis deepens
Central Bank seeks extra regulatory powers amid capital flight

Jack Ma, Grab 
eye windfall
in Singapore 
digital banking
SINGAPORE: Singapore is opening up its banking indus-
try to digital lenders in a reform that could shake up the
sector across Southeast Asia, with Chinese billionaire Jack
Ma and ride-hailer Grab among those seeking licenses.

Traditional banks are being challenged by a new gener-
ation of online-only competitors that can offer better sav-
ings and borrowing rates, as they don’t need to spend mon-
ey on overheads such as physical branches. The introduc-
tion of digital lenders into the Singaporean market heralds
the biggest liberalization of the financial hub’s banking sec-
tor for two decades, and follows similar moves in the United
States, Britain, Japan and Hong Kong, among others.

With most adults in the city already having access to
financial services, firms awarded licenses are likely to use

the city-state as a gateway to the wider region, where
many consumers still lack bank accounts. “It’s a total
reconfiguration of the terrain-we’re talking about radical
changes,” Lawrence Loh, a professor at the National
University of Singapore Business School, told AFP.

“Singapore is the launchpad for Southeast Asia.”
An eclectic group of 21 applicants are vying for five

digital banking licenses, Singapore’s central bank and
financial regulator said this month. They range from
Alibaba founder Ma’s online platform Ant Financial, as it
ramps up efforts to expand outside China, to a consortium
that includes Southeast Asian ride-hailing behemoth Grab
and the region’s biggest telecom player, Singtel.

Other bidders are Asia’s biggest massage chair maker,
V3 Group, and an alliance featuring computer gaming firm
Razer and a supermarket chain operator.

‘Challenging old models’ 
Two of the licenses will be for full banking operations,

allowing holders to take deposits from consumers, while
three will be for “wholesale” banking-which limits a lender
to mostly dealing with small and medium-sized enterprises.
The winners will be announced in June, with operations
starting in 2021, the Monetary Authority of Singapore said.

Observers say the overhaul is unlikely to spark immedi-

ate, dramatic changes in Singapore itself-where traditional
banks such as DBS and UOB have already introduced dig-
ital services. But the future impact could be massive if the
new online lenders expand across a region of more than
600 million people, which is home to booming economies
and where many are getting access to the internet for the
first time via smartphones.

The opportunities appear huge-nearly a third of people
in Southeast Asia still do not have bank accounts, accord-
ing to a report by Google, Singapore investment firm
Temasek and business consultancy Bain & Company.
Another 98 million individuals own bank accounts but
have insufficient access to financial services, while millions
of small and medium-size businesses are in need of fund-
ing, the report said. And it projected digital lending in the
region would rise five-fold to $110 billion by 2025.

The rollout worldwide of ultra-fast, 5G smartphone
infrastructure over the next five years is also expected to
accelerate the digital transformation, said Rajiv Biswas,
Asia Pacific chief economist at IHS Markit. “This is funda-
mentally challenging the old business model of retail
banks, particularly in competing for the business of
younger generations,” he told AFP.

There could be difficulties in expanding across a region
where some governments have traditionally sought to

shield domestic banks from foreign rivals. But analysts say
regulators have gradually been removing barriers to com-
petition, while Loh from NUS saw a bright future for digi-
tal lending, saying: “People are very quick to adapt.” “E-
commerce, online supermarkets, food delivery-they are all
done online.” —AFP

SINGAPORE: This illustration photograph shows banking and
purchasing apps on a smartphone in Singapore. —AFP


